QT2

OUR BEST JUST GOT BETTER

The all new QT2 is full-featured and designed to collect even more meaningful data than traditional keypads. QT2 is the perfect device to increase understanding and communication throughout the teaching and learning process. QT2's ergonomic design promises to make responding easy and enjoyable. With the QT2, fully engage your audience without the disruption of apps and the internet to further learning in every way.

MORE POWER

ASK MORE QUESTIONS
Question types such as equation, short answer and essay provide a deeper look at understanding.

PERSONALIZE INSTRUCTION
Messaging capabilities allow questions to be sent and received throughout instruction.

ASSESS LEARNING ALWAYS
Monitor progress in real-time, and conduct self-paced surveys, assessments and evaluations.

COMPACT AND COMFORTABLE
Ergonomic casing and functional design is easy to hold and comfortable when typing detailed responses.

BUILT FOR ANYWHERE
Large screen and keypad are backlit for clear viewing and responding in low and well-lit environments.

ULTIMATE DEPENDABILITY
Device keys further support response accuracy and are designed to withstand great use.
TurningPoint Cloud is our easy-to-use interactive polling software that provides the platform to create and deliver assessments, collect meaningful data and gather real-time results. Available for PC or Mac, access and manage assessments, content, sessions and reports from one, simple dashboard.

**POWERPOINT POLLING**
Deliver interactive PowerPoint® presentations using seamlessly created PowerPoint slides.

**ANYWHERE POLLING**
Poll atop web pages, videos, documents or any application using a floating interactive toolbar.

**SELF-PACED POLLING**
Deliver self-paced benchmark, district and end-of-course assessments.

**USE TURNINGPOINT CLOUD TO ADMINISTER**
- Classroom Assessments
- National Norm Publisher Testing
- State/District Benchmark Exams
- Standardized State-Level Assessments

**A SIMPLE, SECURE AND RELIABLE SOLUTION**
- Digital answer submission eliminates hassle and cost of bubble sheet collection and scanning
- Save time with on-demand data scoring and reporting within software
- Patented RF technology allows for a low to no bandwidth assessment environment
- Response data is encrypted and secure from answer submission until scoring is complete
- Leverage simple import/export of data and the ability to integrate with any third party system